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UC name changed to honor donor
Ernest and Jean Hahn generate $7 million for UC construction
USD News Bureau

by Theresa Delia
Sister Sally M. Furay of the Provost Office
is a little jet-lagged. Last week, she was one
of 15 people and the only woman advising the
Congregation of Catholic Education on a
Vatican document directing Catholic univer
sities' role in soci
ety.
This document,
which is six years
in the making,
gives the Vatican
whatitneverhad—
a ruling on how
Catholic universi
ties are run.
Since 1972, uni
versities have been
Sr. Sally Furay
governed by the
International Federation of Catholic Univer
sities of which USD is a member.
This Vatican document can be signed by
Pope John Paul II as early as next year, pro
vided he makes no changes.
The document is divided into two parts. Part
one is a description of Catholic higher educa
tion: its identity, mission and relationship to
society.
Part two is called "general norms." This
explains how Catholic universities should
operate. An example Sr. Furay gave is that
"Catholic universities should be attentive to
all members."
Other examples are "theologians teaching
should respect the Church's position" and
those working forCatholic universities should
respect the Catholic identity.
Sr. Furay explained, though, that there will
be no attempt by the Vatican to exercise
authority.
The interesting thing, according to Sr. Fu
ray, is the congregation's willingness to have
an open delegation.
"The process has been so open," Furay said.
The document, in its third draft, has made
"enormous improvements" and the council
was "very open...discussing divergent view
points," Furay said.
Furay is certain the Pope will approve of this
document
Furay, Society of the Sacred Heart, has been
at the University since 1952. Furay, a key
figure in the combining the colleges of men
and women, was recently awarded the Faith
and Service Award by KappaGammaPi. The
honor is awarded to a non-member of this
National honor Society each year.
Furay was chosen because of her services to
Catholic higher education.

See page 15

photo by Melissa Driver

A worker puts the final touches on the Hahn UC dedication sign.

In recognition of their service to and support of
USD, the University Center will be renamed the
Ernest and Jean Hahn University Center at 4pm
Friday, September 22, ceremonies.
The dedication will take place in front of the
three-year-old University Center, which the Hahns
help build.
Through their personal gift and fundraising ef
forts, Mr. and Mrs. Hahn are responsible for
contributions of nearly $7 million of the estimated
$11 million that financed construction of the
University Center.
Ernest W. Hahn, one of the region's most influ
ential community leaders, has been vicechairman
of the US D Board of Trustees for three years and
becomes its chairman next summer. He joined the
36 member board in 1982.
Continued on page 3

USD: The ongoing construction
by George Hammond

bonds from theCaliforniaEducational Fund Authority. These
The past decade has seen a
bonds also contributed approxi
plethora of construction proj
mately
$3 million dollars towards
ects on campus. Beginning in
the
Hahn
University Center.
1978 with the Philip Y. Hahn
The
other
buildings on campus
School of Nursing, the Uni
received
the
majority
of their funds
versity has completed nine
from
the
donors
listed
on the signs
separate structures.
in
the
front
of
the
respective
build
The Law Library expansion,
ings.
to be finished in early 1990,
The future plans of the Univer
will round out this decade's
sity were outlined in a strategic
expansion. Totalexpenditures
long range plan, 1985-1995. Mr.
will top the $48 million mark
Boyce was careful to note that these
and the square footage added
plans are all dependent on donated
will reach almost 530 thou
monies, and that the list presented
sand square feet.
in no way represents any prioritiza
The other buildings include:
tion.
two new student dormitories
The new plans include: a new
('79,'81); the Manchester
sports
center facility, located on the
Conference Center ('84); Co
photo by Melissa Driver
east
end
of campus; a parking struc
Legal
Research
Center
is
almost
completed
pley Library ('84); Olin Hall
The USD
ture,
in
the
southwest
end of campus, (this
The
largest
single
addition
was
the
Acala
('84); The University Center ('86); Acala
is being overseen by
particular
development
Vista
apartments,
at
154,074
square
feet
Vista Apartments ('87); the Child Develop
a
student/staff
committee,
headed by Chief
However,
the
cost
was
only
$10.5
million,
ment Center (*89); and the Law Library
compared with an $11 million fee for the of Public Security, Don Johnson); an envi
expansion ('90).
The work on the University Center also University Center, which was only half again ronmental building behind Camino; a ware
allowed the bottom of Serra Hall to be con as small, at 76,400 square feet Mr. Boyce house (6,000 sq. ft.) for the Physical Plant;
verted into offices for faculty and staff. pointed out that, because of the unique con and a mall area through the middle of cam
Camino cafeteria was also made obsolete. struction of the U.C., the fee was noticeably pus, (totally dependent on gifts). This list is
based more on timing than prioritizing, and
Jack Boyce, Vice-President in charge of increased.
The question of financing was also pre there are no concrete plans for any of the
finance, shared some insights about the past,
and also into the future, of the construction sented. Mr. Boyce stated that for the student structures.
housing the money came from tax exempt
on campus.
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Is technology affecting your life?
USD News Bureau
The amount of technology in your life—
and its affects—will be analyzed in the first
of a six-part guest lecture series dubbed 'The
Ethical Technologist" at 7:30pm Friday,
September 22 in Camino Theatre.
'The Promise and Limits of Technology as
a Way of Life" is the first lectureand features
Albert Borgman, professor and chair of phi
losophy at the University of Montana.
Borgman will discuss the appropriate place
for technology in our world view and the
importance of removing it from a dominat
ing position in our lives.
"While technology promisesa life of greater
freedom and affluence, it has created an

artificial reality which often fosters loneli
ness and distraction," states Dr. Michael
Wagner, USD chair of philosophy and a
coordinator of the series.
The lecture series will provide an opportu
nity for the community to discuss major
aspects of contemporary technology and
related ethical questions that are raised.
The series, co-sponsored by USD and GTE,
will bring the expertise of guest lecturers
from across the nation who will look at
technology as a reality and its affects.
All the lectures in the series are free and
open to the public. For more information
about this series, contact the Office of Con
tinuing Education at 260-4644.

Los Ninos, a development organization with
long-term projects inTijuana andMexicali,is
seeking weekend leaders for its Cross Cul
tural Interaction Program.
The program involves leading groups of US
citizens through a Saturday experience in
various Tijuana communities, and helping
teach a Saturday-school to Mexicanchildren.
Interested people should call Los Ninos at
661-6912during business hours; or write to
Los Ninos. 1330 Continental Street, San
Ysidro.CA 92073.

Cabriflo National Monument celebrates
Hispanic Heritage Month from September 15
to October 15.
The month features various activities in
cluding feature interpretive films on Spanish
explorers each afternoon, the play "The Last
Voyage" at 1 and 2pm each Saturday, and the
annualCatrrillo Festival, celebrating the447th
anniversary of die discovery and claiming of
California for Spain, on October 1.
For more information, call (619)557-5450.

PART-TIME JOBS AVAILABLE Petitioning for an initiative to create affordable housing and
restore community services. Possible pay $6-$ 12 per hour.
Call Voter Revolt at 299-4540.

photo by Michelle Woo
Ticketing is well under way at USD, and absolutely no one is exempt. The Fall
1989 semester has brought on new changes in parking policies and actual
parking permits.
Following the example said to be "useful" at both Southwestern College and
University of California at Irvine, USD's Department of Public Safety has
implemented parking tags that hang from rear view mirrors.
Finding an actual parking space has not become any easier, though, and
students are still complaining (see stories, page 7).
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McDonald's of Linda Vista
6945 Linda Vista Road
San Diego, CA 92111

See Castles in the Air
And learn your way around the world

"If you have built castles in the air, now put the
foundations under them."
Henry David Thoreau
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FREE REGULAR FRENCH FRIES
when you buy any large sandwich.

When you buy any one of
our large sandwiches? we'll
treat you to a free regular
order of McDonald's® goldenbrown French Fries. Limit one
coupon per customer, per
visit. Please present coupon
when ordering. Not valid with
any other offer.
©1987 McDonald's Corporation
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Study in London for $4325 per semester. Includes air fare, resident
tuition, field trips, family stay with meals.
Study in Seville, Spain, for $3425 per semester. Includes resident
tuition, field trips, family stay with meals. No foreign language
proficiency required.

11

IT'S A II
GOOD TIME
FOR THE
GREAT TASTE. II
II
Good only at
II
6945 Linda Vista Rd.
San Diego, CA 92111
Valid until 10-31-89

Semester programs also in France and Mexico.

11

Cash value
•m
1/20 of 1 cent ||

II

9

For further information, write or call:
Institute for Study Abroad Programs
308 Warner Hall
University of Wisconsin-Platteville
1 University Plaza
Platteville, Wisconsin 53818-3099
608-342-1726

Economics professor takes sabbatical in Ecuador
September 21,1989-VISTA-3

Renaming of the UC
tomorrow afternoon
Continued from page 1
He is also a member of ihe Uni
versity''sCapital Campaign ExcculiveCommiuee,charged with rais
ing $47.5 million.
Joining the Hahns at tlie buflding
dedication will be several mem
bers of the Hahn family, USD trus
tees, community leaders, Univer
sity administrators and students.
More than 1,000 were invited.
Students wiLh the USD Volun
teer Resources Program plan to
present the Hahns with a "gift
certificate" that pledges many
hours of community service in the tr
name.
Taking part in the program are:
Mr. and Mrs. Hahn; The Most Rev.
Leo T. Maber, Bishop of San Di
ego Catholic Diocese and chair
man of the USD Board; Dr. Au
thor E. Hughes, USD president
and Trustee; Thomas F. Burke,
vice president and dean of stu
dents; Rev. Msgr. Richard F.Duncanson, Chancellor of the diocese
and a Trustee; Michael Brown. AS
president; and Elizabeth Ryan, AS
director of community service.
A granddaughter of the Hahns
will "preside" over an unveiling
inside the building's foyer.
A reception will follow.

Joan Anderson uses her experiences to benefit USD
by Paula M. Marcheschi
Economics Professor Joan Anderson took
more than just a vacation last year.
Sponsored by a Fulbright International
Exchange of Scholars Grant, Anderson spent
four months in Ecuador doing an "econom
etric model—to layperson, a series of equa
tions."
Anderson not only is in the process of
writing a book, "Economic Policy Alterna
tives for the LaLin American Crisis," she has
made contacts and friends "spread all over
the world."
From late August to just before Christmas
1988, Anderson worked in a bank that func
tions similar to the United States' Federal
Reserve Bank. In the technical division,
Anderson examined past data and did a macroeconomic study on the impact of different
policies on growth and inflation.
Anderson said, "I got a lot of support from
the bank," but claims her largest problem
was gathering data all the way back to 1950.
With the change of governments, a turnover
of bank administration also occurred.
Anderson uncovered that many records were
altered to manipulate data. "It is a large sin,
" said Anderson, and she spent two and a half
months of her four arranging data to be
consistent.
After studying the data, Anderson created
simulations that showed the results of "what
if' situations. Anderson said, "It was ex
tremely sensitive...extremely stimulating."

Stock up now
on these popular
school supplies.

Professor Joan Anderson

"Being a woman [there] is difficult. I worked
mostly with men," she explained. Even so,
Anderson admits she is very comfortable
with the lifestyle in Ecuador. "It is not a ten
ring circus. It was a very relaxing time."
Anderson also emphasized the importance
of relationships in their culture. "Being ontime is not such an issue," she said. She said
not only the meeting is important; the way
people interact within the meeting is stressed.
Anderson said, "It usually takes me three or
four weeks to adjust [to returning to the
USA]."
In 1986, Anderson was one of three Californians attending a Fulbright sponsored
travel seminar. Visiting Venezuela, Ecua
dor, Bolivia, Argentina, and Uruguay on that

trip, Anderson has seen the problems of
Latin America first hand.
This week Anderson is in Puerto Rico at a
seminar, and she is currently consulting on
a research project from Ecuador. Argentina
is most likely on her agenda also.
Anderson is using her experiences to bene
fit the USD community. In conjuction with
Gary Macy of the theology department,
Anderson will be teaching 3rd World Pov
erty (upper division religion or econ credit)
this Spring. Another class, Economy and
Philosophy (US Poverty), will be offered by
other instructors. These classes will exam
ine how the "inter-relationship" between
wealth and poverty works.
Next Spring there will also be workshops
on the topic of "Growing Up in Poverty."
Open to students and the general public,
there will be four workshops and sixteen
from which people can choose. "It should be
fabulously interesting...and students can get
a CCI unit for attending," said Anderson.
"Twenty percent of all children [in the US]
grow up in poverty," she continued. "[That
is] disgraceful for a country as rich as ours.
This is wiping out some of our future. It
[poverty] is a very dangerous trend." Ander
son, through her book and other activities is
taking part in an attempt to break the world
wide "trend" of poverty.
She said, "It [the conferences and classes] is
very exciting for the whole University."

BUSINESS SEMINARS
Take advantage of an INCREDIBLE
OPPORTUNITY! Go international this
winter with the International Business Senimars.
Participants in the Seminars will investigate business policy, strategy and structure in an
international context. The Seminars will emphasize the marketing and management
functions and can be taken for 3 units of undergraduate or graduate credit.

WINTER EUROPEAN SEMINAR
Dates: December 26, 1989 - January 14, 1990
Cities: Brussels, Belgium; Paris, France; Geneva,
Switzerland; Heidelberg & Cologne, West Germany;
Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

If you're a student with stable credit, you can get money
for a car. A pre-approved credit line for up to $5,000. Or a
Visa Classic Card with a low 12.75 annual percentage rate.
To apply for membership, call 491-3500. And start the
new year with a fresh supply of paper.

Highlights: Veuve Cliquot Champagne, IBM Europe,
Peat, Marwick, Main Accounting, Nina Ricci, Swiss
Bank Corp., Dupont, Bucherer (Retailing), Viag,
Ford, Bayer AG, R.J. Reynolds, Krupp, and Heinekcn.
Cost: $2785.00 (Including transportation).
Also Availabe: Summer Seminars in Europe and Asia.

San DiegoTeachers'Credit Union
4470 Park Boulevard; 5901 Balboa Avenue.

Contact: DR. DAN RIVETTI
Room 312 Olin Extension 4844
For mone information
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ESTABLISHED 1961

LETTERS TO THE VISTA

the Inside Alcala section or the En
Editor:
tertainment section. The A.S. Lark
I am writing to you to express a
few concerns of mine about the 9/ committee with the help of the
NOTICES
EDITORIAL BOARD
Sigma Pi floor put a lot of lime,
16/89 issue of the VISTA. Isitjust
The Vista is published Thursdays during the school year,
effort and money
NEWS
PAULA MARCHESCHI
me
or
did
anyone
breaks excepted. It is written and edited by students of the
into the opening
else on campus
OPINION
BRIAN COSTLOW
University of San Diego and is funded in part by the AS.
In
the
past
most
all
concert
for the
think
this
issue
INSIDE ALCALA
STACEY STANFIELD
Editorial opinions expressed in the Vista do not reflect those
U.S.D.
students.
was
overloaded
of the University of San Diego, the faculty, or the student
of the A.S. Lark
SAN DIEGO SCENE...MOLLY MCDOWELL
In the past most
body.
with advertise
ENTERTAINMENT
TOM GRADY
events were reviewed all of the A.S.
Letters should be addressed to "Letters to the Editor," USD
ments?
OFF BEAT
CHRIS ORR
Vista, Alcala Park, San Diego, CA. 92110.
by Vista reporter Lark events were
Now don't get
SPORTS
MURPHY CANTER
The Vista also accepts unsolicited commentary on topics not
reviewed
by
me wrong I look
Salomon Rojas
INTRAMURALS
JONATHAN CANEDO
previously discussed in these pages.
Vista Reporter
forward to read
Address any such correspondance printed in this newspaper
COPY EDITOR
ROSI BUSTAMENTE
Salomon Rojas,
ing the VISTA
for length grammar and libelous content.
PHOTO EDITOR
MIKE SPENGLER
who by the way
every week to
Advertising material published is for informational pur
ASSISTANT OPINION EDITOR
reviewed an album (Let the Day
find out what is happening on
poses only, and isnot to be construed as an express orimplied
GEORGE HAMMOND
Begin by the Call) which was re
campus, but Idon't like being over
endorsement or verification of such commercial ventures by
ADVERTISING MANAGER.
leased
in May, four months ago.
whelmed
by
advertising
(12
ads,
the staff, the AS, or the university.
I
think
it would be great for the
including
one
1/2
pager)
that
have
LISA OBERLY
VISTA to put a little more time into
nothing to do with the University.
Maybe an explanation to the U.S.D. reporting what is happening on the
hill rather than telling us about
public is in order.
"The best skank around", what
The second concern of mine is
pizza places deliver, and out-dated
this: I would like an explanation as
to
why
a
very
successful
event
such
album.
I just finished an article in the are kind of rough. 80 to 90 hours a
driver, who is otherwise occupied
Christopher Steeb
as the A.S. Lark concert on Friday,
L.A. Times about lawyers' salaries
week of tedious workstarts to grate.
with smoking, applying makeup,
AS Lark Director
September
8th
was
not
reported
in
that just hardened my resolve to
However, the more I thought
etc. of an approaching object, and
get into law school. The top law
about it, the more disgusted I got.
then automatically apply the brakes.
yers in New York City are making $400 an hour. For once in my life,
Help me.
in excess of $400 an hour. It used
I might seriously think about regu
The only regulation imposed on
to be that only models got that kind
lation, the bastion of the liberals.
attorneys is that the fee not shock
of money. I want to be a lawyer
the conscious of the client. $400?!
When ever I think of regula
16pages).
Regarding the letter from Chris
with my father. I've seen a lot of
I'm shocked. I'm not in favor of topher Steeb (it's on this page, if
tion, the first name that comes to
Of course there is an alternative.
my mind is Ralph Nader. For those government regulation per se, but you haven't read it yet, plcasq do
the work that he does, and I know
The AS could raise the AS fee by
quite a few of his good clients.
perhaps we should have the ABA so) the Vista felt it was necessary
of you not informed about Mr.
another ten or twenty bucks a
The work, from my standpoint,
or even local bar associations put toexplain a few things to our faith
Nader, he is a self-appointed pain
semester so wecan exclude theads.
is really interesting, and I feel that
some sort of limit on the fees that ful readers.
in the (unprintable). He is presi
As to the point of the ads having
I would be good at it. I could also dent, or past president,of a leading attorneys can collect. However,
nothing todo with
The reason
get rich. Starting salaries for attor consumer advocate group whose
I'm also in favor of the old adage, the Vista runs
the university, the
neys just out of law school range
sole existence is to make the world
'what the market will bear' theory. ads is to pay for
Stories are assigned students here
from $45,000 to over $80,000 a
safe for every idiot in the world, i.e.
How this will be resolved remains the newspaper.
make purchases
for their usefulness from Vista adver
year. Admittedly, the first few years,
RASHID, the anti-collision radar
to be seen, yet something must be When I first
until youget tojunior partnerstatus, for cars. Thissystem will notify the
done.
joined the Vista
to the reader, not in tisers, which is
why those firms
staff, the paper
order to give free advertise with us.
was running in
Addressing
the red and was
press to the AS.
Mr. Steeb's con
propped up by
cern over thelack
the AS.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

KENT SLIGH

Shysters

THE VISTA RESPONDS

The unsung patriot
Recently, the first non-commu
nist government in Eastern Europe
took power. Solidarity member
Thadeusz Mazowiecki was elected
Prime Minister and ended the forty
year monopoly on power enjoyed
by the Communist Party, a monop
oly imposed on the end of a Soviet
bayonet. Solidarity had made a
remarkable comeback since the
declaration of martial law in 1981.
At the time that martial law was
declared and Solidarity was out
lawed, the government of General
Jaruzelski was under increasing
pressure from the Soviet govern
ment to do something about Soli
darity.
Threats of Soviet intervention
in Poland to crush Solidarity were
real and many in the Polish govern
ment had memories of the invasion
ofCzechoslovakiain 1968 in which
Poland had participated.
Jaruzelski was forced to act. He
could not cave in to Solidarity or
allow the protests that were rock
ing the country to continue without
risking a Soviet invasion. As a
result, he declared martial law and
moved to crush the Solidarity
movement and forestalled Soviet
intervention.

Now, the Communist have lost
power and Jaruzelski remains Presi
dent, presiding over a government
formed by the very group he tried
to crush.
In a curious way, Jaruzelski is
responsible for Solidarity's success.
More obvious, his crackdown gal
vanized public support around the

The man responsible
for crushing the
opposition in the early
'80s was in fact a I
patriot.

outlawed union and eroded what
little support the Communist Party
had. But, perhaps more important,
his declaration of martial law saved
Poland.
If the Soviet tanks had ever
rolled intoPoland, Solidarity would
have been totally crushed and the
Polish government forced to take
even morerepressive measures than
they did.
Jaruzelski then initiated the talks

with Solidarity and paved the way
for the free elections which led to a
non-communist government. He
proved to be a better Pole than a
Communist His declaration of
martial law kept out the Soviets
and then he refused to ignore the
situation in Poland and acceded to
many of Solidarity's demands.
Jaruzelski has been derided for
his role in the crackdown. Ameri
cans have associated him with a
repressive regime and are now
amazed to see him sitting down
with Solidarity. But it is a curious
twist to now realize that the man
responsible for crushing the oppo
sition in the early '80s was in fact a
patriot.
Along with Lech Walesa, Jaruzeski is the man most responsible
for the independent and newly noncommunist Poland. Jaruzelski
himself stated that it mattered not if
someone is communist or not, they
are all Poles first.
This belief led him to first crush
Solidarity, to keep his nation intact,
then allow it to stage a dramatic
comeback. Poland has shown that
a non-communist government can
peacefully gain power from a
Communist Party.

We now not only pay for the
paper, but return money to the AS
treasury every semester, (the treas
ury which, by the way, finances the
Larks).
This has been done by increas
ing ad rates and aggressively going
after multiple ad accounts, not
increasing the number of ads.
In fact, a quick review of Vistas
from 1980 to the presentshows that
the Vista usually runs 10 to 25 ads
per issue, and the issues run from
12 to 20 pages. (The 9/16 issue ran

of Lark coverage, stories are as
signed for their usefulness to the
reader, not in order to give free
press to the AS. A student can still
go to Tower Records and buy that
four-month-old album, or dial Pizza
Hut for dinner tonight, but that
particular concert will not occur
again, so running an article on it
would only serve to pat Mr. Steeb
on the back. If he wants to do that,
let him buy an ad.
Brian Costlow
Opinion Editor
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Freshmen Senator Platforms
Michael "Chainsaw" Daly
Many of you may have met me
during the week of orientation before
classes. Others of you may have run
into me on campus since then. Either
way, you, as voting freshman, have
been able to sec me and/or hear from
me during our first week here.
Those of you who have met me
during orientation know that I like to
have fun. However, those who have
been in class with me know too that I
believe that there is a Time and Place
for Work and Fun. Now I feel is the
time for Freshman class to have more
than just a figurehead.
The position of leadership is not
entirely unfamiliar to me. I have
participated heavily in student gov
ernment in previous years. While I
am running for the position of class
senator, I do not wantor expect to take
on a position isolated from the wants
of the class.
I look forward to becoming familiar
with all the freshman and their ideas.
I hope to represent the Freshman class
as one of them, when dealing with the
school council or as body.
However, in order to accomplish
any of these things, or to take ideas to
the bodies that be; I need your sup
port On 26th of Sept. you, as voting
Freshman will go to the polls to elect
a Freshman Senator.
I therefore implore you to put your
faith and trust in me. For there is a
timeand placefor work as well as fun;
and now is the time for work. Choose
a leader, NOT JUST A FIGURE
HEAD.

Susie O'Donoghue
When I started to write this plat
form, I wanted to say something that
would reach every USD freshman.
Coming from Dallas and not knowing
anyone here, I didn't know exactly
what to write.
I don't want to make any empty
promises, I just want the opportunity
to give something to the class of '93
and make this year one you'll remem
ber for the rest of your lives.
So, remember Susie O'Donoghue
on the election day and ...
JUST DO IT!

Elections
start on
Sept. 26

Theresa Gaudet
Hi, my name is Theresa Gaudet. I've al
ways been told that I'm afast talker. I always
have something to say and this keeps people
on their toes.
People say you can't do two things at once.
However, I can talk and listen at the same
time. By listening to you, and hearing your
ideas, it will give me the energy to accom
plish our class goals.
By running for Freshman Senator, I would
like tochannel this energy into class projects
and decisions that we can all benefit from.
Together as a class, we can exert a new
energy into our college lives.
In the past I have held various position in
Student Council. As Treasurer of Student
Council, I enjoyed being a part of organized
group where my input made a difference.
I would like to continue to make a differ
ence here by representing our class. I hope I
can count on your support.

Colleen Quick
"AAAARRRGGGG!" Don't you hate lis
tening to boring speeches, let alone reading
one? I do too, but don't put this one down or
you'll miss out on one of the greatest oppor
tunities of your life!
Well, freshman it's time again to elect
someone to represent your class. I guess you
want someone who has some new and differ
ent ideas and the willingness to work hard to
make your first year at USD one you'll never
forget — Well, you can stop racking you
brain you found fer... Colleen Quick!!
There will be no boring, run-of-the- mill,
uniteresting events this year. On the top of
my list is -yes, you guessed it- "A Tribute To
The 70's.".
It's a fun filled event of polyester bellbottoms, disco balls, and life-sizeLeif Garret
poster. Does that spark you interest? I
thought it would, but that's just the begin
ning!
Remember nothing beats a QUICKIE!
There is no way that the class of '93 will be
refercd to as ordinary. My plan is to make a
freshman movie where any and every fresh
man and be involved. And since this movie
will be made completely by the freshman
class it will culminate in the premier of our
movie - a night of glamor, glitz, and the
savory delight of golden corn popped to
perfection - an event that surpassed all ex
pectation! This will be no measly freshman
fling!
I want to link academics and extra- curricular activities so as to provide the proper
balance of both resulting in a great year. I
want to be there for you! If you have prob
lems, ideas, or just the need to express your
feelings, I WILL BE THERE!
I am willing to put all my effort into accom
plishing this goal. Remember when voting
to choose the person who will get things
done, not just talk about it. I am the person.
Consider the opportunities and VOTE
COLLEEN QUICK FOR FRESHMAN
SENATOR!! Thank you.

Stephen D. Peterson
Picture yourself in a pitch black room.
Across the darkness,a small beam of light is
glowing. Slowly, cautiously you walk to
wards the luminance.
When you finally reach the sparkle you
realize that there is a door. You open it, light
and foreign voices fill the room and they are
proclaiming, "Vote for me,""I'll do the best
job," and "I'll be your voice in the govern
ment."
But soon the voice and radiance are swal
lowed by the darkness and again the room is
empty and pitch black. But you realize that
there is another streak of light.
This light, however, seems more personal
than the first one. As you walk to it, you see
it get brighter and larger. Upon reaching the
brilliance, it slowly expand and engulfs the
entire room.
You hear a voice proclaiming, "Vote for
me, and I'll set you free." It goes on to say,
"I promise you not the world. I do promise,
however, a heroic attempt to capture a part of
it for you.
"I will give you the freedom that others only
wish they had in their possession. A radio
station is something I am going strive for the
next year. The parking problem is another
issue that I will try to conquer.
"A later curfew for intervisitation is some
thing I feel needs to be addressed. Another
idea which I have adopted is a 'Loud Hour.'
This loud hour would allow the students to
make as much noise as they want to. It is a
good idea because it would give the students
an outlet for their nervous energy, especially
during exams.
"I would also like to say that our party will
be the- best ever thrown in the history of a
freshman class at USD. I could say more but
the decision lies in your hands. Vote for me
and you will see this light shine over the
campus of USD."
The light suddenly disappears but the room
is now filled with a hope.

Nicole Lee
A Recipe For A Truly Fine Freshman Sena
tor
1. A Load of experience. Someone who has
been in student government for four years in
high school including serving as student body
vice president and attending many leader
ship confrences.
2. A cupful of enthusiasm and spirit. Some
one who has tons of energy and the determi
nation to nget things done.
3. A gallon on leadership skills. This must
include someone who has served on many
committees, been in several clubs, and gets
along well with people.
4. A dash of organizational skills. A person
who will keep their grades above a 2.5 and
will organize their time effectively.
Combine all ungredients and a vote for
Nicole Lee and you will have yourself a truly
finr Freshman Senator.

Tammy Duncan
If Repetition Is What It Takes
Lets get straight to the core.
TAMMY DUNCAN has done this
before and she knows who she'll
be working for.
TAMMY DUNCAN has been on
A.S. for four years and TAMMY
DUNCAN will do what's best for
her peers.
TAMMY DUNCAN is the one for
you. TAMMY DUNCAN will be
there for you.
TAMMY DUNCAN will get the job
done and TAMMY DUNCAN will
make sure we have fun!
TAMMY DUNCAN will do her
best. So come on I dare you, put
Tammy
to the test.
Do what's fair and vote with care.
TAMMY DUNCAN FOR FRESH
MAN SENATOR!!! THANKS!

Shari Saltern
Hey hey hey, what d'ya say? Are
you overwhelmed by classes and
unimpressed with textbooks? Well
grab a drink and take a seat because
the class of '93 is going to rage.
Whether you're the type that lives
for homecoming or the type that likes
to surf, with Shari Saltern as Senator
the Freshman class will reach the top.
We're all here together so we should
get things going and make USD rock.
I'm excited enthusiastic and full of
ideas that will shock you. Lets build
a killer float, have toga parties, lip
sync's, yo-yo contents, courtyard
Barbecues, and anything else that is
original, approved and wild.
These ideas may be mine but your
ideas count too. Do you want to start
a new club? Are you dying to play
win lose or draw? I want to make our
Freshman year the best one ever, but
what will make this possible is you.
So get off the bed, grab a stick of
juicy fruit, and vote for a leader!
-Go with SHARI for FRESHMAN
SENATOR-

Don't
forget
to vote!
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Bob Hope in
1990
Bob Hope, accom
panied by his
lovely wife, will
speak at the com
mencement cere
monies for 1990.
After a long
search the board of
trustees finally gave their okay to in
vite the great comedian. He will re
ceive an honorary doctor's degree for
his outstanding community work and
will then speak for about ten minutes to
the class of '90.
Eddie Murphy in 1991?
Sir Murphy was one of the many
prominent names mentioned for the
1991 commencment speech in the Jun
ior class meeting last Monday. Others
included Richard Nixon, David Lettermann, Ed McMahon (right!), Gene
Kelly and Steve Martin.
Worry-free parking in 1989?
Do you have any good suggestions or
great ideas? Well if you do, then write
them down and put them in Paul
McHale's box. He is the Secretary of
Justice and you'll find his box in the
AS executive office.

International Students Organization
"buildsbridges" between
foreign and American students
by Mary Pat Shields
How often have you thought of visiting a
foreign country, meeting new people and
experiencing new cultures and traditions?
The International S tudents Organization can' t
take you around the world but it can bring the
world to you.
ISO offers USD students the opportunity
to meet students from all over the world and
share their oun traditions with one another.
Many people have the misconception that
ISO is a club exclusively for international
students. On the contrary, all students are
encouraged to join ISO and take advantage
of what the world has to offer.
From 56 countries around the world, 220
foreign studentsattend USD,98 of which are
new students from countries such as Finland,
Sri Lanka, Liechtenstein and the People's
Rcpublis of China.
A mentor program, now in its second year,
was developed by ISO to create interaction
between American and foreign students.
Yvette Fontaine, International Student ad
visor, has developed this program in which
American students can partake in welcom
ing the new foreign students and help them
get accustomed to a new environment which
is much different from their own.

The intensity of their"culture shock" can be
lessened through a new friend.
ISO represents one of the most active clubs
on campus, sponsoring events such as the in
ternational dinner, beach parties, an interna

tional fashion show and is sponsoring Nor
wegian studentsatSDSU'sInternational fes
tival this November.
Other events, such as international movies,
coffeehouses and cultural speeches are still
in the planning stages.
One event planning to take place this Oc
tober is a cultural speech given by Jian
Xiao Kang, a student from the People's
Republic of China. He will share his own
experiences of the student revolts in Tian
anmen Square last May.
For foreign students the excitement of
studying abroad has just begun, and for
American studentsit isan excellent oppor
tunity to make new friends and learn about
the world.
USD is privileged to have such cultural and
ethnic diversity among our students. Yvette
Fontaine refers to ISO as friendships which
are "building bridges and influencing the
whole world."
It is the International students of today who
will make ties with the United States that
may influence the world of tomorrow.
• If you are interested in participating in the
mentor program or other club activities, ISO
meetings are held every Thursday and noon
in C130, or contact Yvette Fontaine at 2604678, or in the University Center, room 140.

ATTENTION JUNIOR
BUSINESS STUDENTS
Invites you to

MEET THE CHAPTER
TONIGHT

7:00

UC 107

RUSH Delta Sigma Pi
USD's

PROFESSIONAL

BUSINESS

FRATERNITY

PRELAW?

How about an exciting, rewarding, and
inexpensive semester in Italy or France?

It's as easy as 1, 2, 3...
1) Receive full class credit.
2) Classes taught in English.
(Except in Milan, Italy)
3) School is paid directly to USD.
(Same tuition)

INFORMATIONAL

Phi Alpha Delta Pre-Law
Fraternity

September 28, 1989
Olin Hall Room 325
11:30 - 12:00

FALL RUSH INFORMATIONAL
TUesday, Sept. 26
7pm
UC 107

%

For More Information Call x7676

Meet:

Pat St. Peter, who spent
last spring in France,
and the visiting students
from France and Italy.
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New changes and old trends highlight this year's
parking situation

WHY DON'T PEOPLE CASUALLY DATE AT USD?

by Dawn Debisschop

New permits aid both students
and Campus Safety
With the beginning of the '89 - '90 school
year many returning students found a change
in the parking permits.
Instead of the usual stickers, incoming stu
dents were issued permits which are to be
hung from the rear view mirror. According
to Gene Trebes of USD's Department of
Public Safety, parking cards enable security
to get a better count of how many cars are
actually on campus.
Many people had also complained that the
old stickers ruined the paint job on many of
the cars. The stickers would also have the
tendency not to stick to the newer types of
bumpers.
The new parking cards were voted in by
USD's Parking Committee. Both South
western College and University of Califor
nia at Irvine have found them to be very
useful. U.S.D. will continue to use them on
a trial basis for the next year and if they are
successful they will be here to stay.

Once again, a permit is no
guarantee of a parking spot
Well, you've done it. You've squared
away yourclass schedule, you've paid forall
of your books, your worries are over, except
for one minor problem...PARKING.
How many commuters have spent more
time looking for a spot to park than actually
driving to school? One would assume that at
least one of U.S.D's 3800 parking spots
would be empty. Of course, there have been
about 5300permits issued as of lastTuesday.
And as the permit states, it's purchase does
not guarantee a parking spot
"It's always a zoo the first two or three
weeks," claims Trebes. Many residents have
their carsjust to move inand then they return
them home. Some even find a car more of a
hassle than a benefit. "It's the same every
year."
Security has issued about 1000 less per
mits than they did by this time last year.
Maybe there is hope of finding that spot after
all.

Women's Program offers insight to both sexes
by Stacey Stanfield
"Were Sororities Ever Intended for
Women, or Just Girls?" The Women's
program will be exploring this issue at
next week's Lunch Bunch.
Despite its name, the Women's Pro
gram is interested in members of both
sexes becoming involved in its activities.
Though popularly believed to be a radical

feminist organization, according to
Administrative Chair Jody Morgan, the
women's program is really just a me
dium for presenting women's issues to
USD students.
The Lunch Bunch will take place
Tuesday, September 26 at noon in the
conference room on the 2nd floor of
Scrra Hall.

LIGHTEN

THE
LOAD

WITH A
STUDENT
LOAN
•FAST

Byl Berger - senior - biology "Because guys al
ready know they're going to get some action at
parties or bars and they don't want to spend the
money."

Michelle Granieri - sophomore - psychology "I
agree with Byl's answer...besides, if you're seen
with someone more than once, people think you're
boyfriend and girlfriend. It's like high school."

Rob Capone - junior - business "People
date...you're just not getting asked."

Gino Bianchini - junior - communication
studies "I don't think girls want to go out on too
many dates because they might get labeled as
'easy.' Scamming's more convenient anyway."

Tracey Moll - senior - communication studies
"Because guys are too cheap to take girls out on
dates. Everyone's afraid of possible 'commitment,'
compiled by Jeff Barker

COIN LAUNDRY
* Minutes from Campus
OPEN 6:00am til 11:00pm daily
Dry Cleaning and Fluff & Fold
available
* Color T.V.

• LOCAL

We d a r e o t h e r l e n d e r s t o b e a t u s !
If y o u n e e d s p e c i a l h e l p , w e
a r e n ' t a v a g u e v o i c e in N e w Y o r k
or Sacramento. We're here and
we help.
FREE CREDIT UNION MEMBERSHIP!

We waive your membership fee
a n d y o u e n j o y o u t s t a n d i n g financial s e r v i c e s
f r o m a n y of 2 2 c o u n t y w i d e b r a n c h l o c a t i o n s .

Call u s for more info abou^

Stafford, SLS, or PLUS

546-2063

or ask your Financial Aid Department

LX

Mission Federal Credit Union
SERVING THE EDUCATIONAL COMMUNITY

for more than a quarter century. Rales, terms, conditions, and services subject to change.

capacity machines
ideal for rugs, quilts,
and comforters
POINT LOMA LAUNDRY CENTER
3185 Midway Drive
(Next to 7-11)
777-445H
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The King's Inn and The Blue Bayou: The Dive begins
Many scholars and drunks alike have
pondered the question,"What is a dive?"
Some people argue it's the location, and
others may claim it's the clientele or decor.
Still others characterize it quite simply as a
"cheap heat". But like most significant
philosophical questions, the arguments are
still open to interpretation and investiga
tion. Thus, in the pursuit of truth, knowl
edge, and a mighty fine head-buzz, my
cohort and I set out on our quest to find the
answers to the question.
Our first stop on the pathway of enlight
enment was The King's Inn. It was the
"Live Jazz Tonite" sign that originally
sucked us into this familiar spot. Nestled
subtly behind Presidio Liquor, we had
noticed it many times, but until now, never
had the confidence to venture inside.
What we found was mind-boggling: it
was either Senior Citizen Night or the
Linda Vista Bridge Club had decided to
live it up after some heated matches. And
boy were they living it up!
Some of the elders lined the bar, perpetu
ally glued to the Padre game on TV, while
others swapped slightly glorified stories of
World War I with Milt the bartender. Some
of the more adventurous grandmas/pas
tested the limits of their pacemakers and
kicked their heels to the rocking beat of
The Pastels- a band who 40 years ago
would hav.e put Twisted Sister in their
place.

Diver's Club
by Huey & Eggs
I must say, the decor definitely matched
the clientele. As we entered, I could not
help noticing the Denny's-style black and
red vinyl furniture which was as ancient as
Milt the bartender. The velvet painting on
the far wall added a little life to the dimly
lit dive, but not enough. What intrigued
me was the gold-leafed mirror behind the
bar- the kind only a grandmothercould ap
preciate. And for extra character, hauntedhouse-style chandeliers and candleabras
hung from the ceiling and walls. The only
thing missing was the cobwebs.
Yet, in all its morbidity, we kinda liked
the place. A freshly chilled glass brought
with every roundofBuddid much to put us
at ease. And who could deny the charming
smile of Gertrude our toothless waitress.
In fact, after a few chilled beers, we could
hardly restrain ourselves from cutting loose
to the Caribbean version of "The Lady in
Red." After a few more beers, we both
agreed that this place added new dimen
sions to the meaning of "dive bar".
As the night wound down (along with the

a child to these timeless team of gunslingOnce you've checked out ok, saddle
up to the bar and enjoy the yip-yellingi
knee-slapping sounds of the country westem extravaganza, Troy Hart. This twoman band out of Nashville will do much to
confirm your suspicions about country
western music. You'll be sure to hear all
the Willie Nelson repeats and be prepared
for an inspiring encore performance of
"Rawhide" before the evening is over.
Between sets you can enjoy an impressive
selection of jukebox tunes that will send
the whole place heepin' and a hollerin'.
"All myEx's live in Texas"and "Cow Cow
Boogie," are a couple of house favorites
that are sure to set off a few guns-a-firin'.
For those of you who, like us, prefer to
leave your s
kicking boots at home,
the pool table in the back serves as yet an
other means of entertainment. But be pre
pared todo battle with someof San Diego's
finestditch-diggers. As we discovered, they
take their playing pretty seriously. So stick
to drinking.
Although the Blue Bayou offers an inter
esting alternative to that of the King's Inn,
it too holds a place in the unique arena of
dive bars. Next time you're out for a cold
beer and a quick buzz, or searching for a
new place to go, keep these two gems in
mind.
Until next time, keep your head high and
your mug full, and we'll see you at the
dives.

:ers).

pacemakers), we knew that it was time to
continue our quest. And so, with a wave
from the skeletal hand of Milt the bar
tender and a gummy grin from Gertrude,
Heuy and I set off to discover yet another
hidden jem of the dive scene.
Our search for yet another round led us to
a little out-of-the-way place known as the
Blue Bayou. At first glance this seedy little
hillbilly bar does not appear to be much of
anything. Yet, don' t let the cheezy sign and
the tinted windows deceive you; this place
is a top notch establishment.
Upon entering the bar, the most striking
feature is the sight of its patrons. Like
something out of a 50's western- heads
turning and beedyeyes peering from behind
ten gallon hats-you would think you were
the sheriff of Rockridge. But don't let the
scrutinizing stares scare you off, these
people are right friendly once the square
dancing begins.
Ma at the bar will be more than happy to
set you up with a beer, but expect a thor
ough inspection of you I.D. (you look like

fQGGTB NOTION

ALPHA

PSX
"KAP

INFORMATIONAL
September 21 at 11:30 am
in
Olin Hall room 227
and
September 27 at 7:00 pm
in
Mission Crossroads

RUSH PARTY
TBA

Doughnut table has started in Olin Hall Lounge!
3655 SPORTS ARENA BLVD., SAN DIEGO, OA 92110 • 222-2791

Beyond

the
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hill . . .
Red hot surfing at Iguanas

The Melody Sisters
Photo by Ken Jaques

Ladies and gentlemen...
Delayed but not forgotten -- The Melody Sisters
New women's comedy attemps to fill the void left by
"Six Women with Brain Death"
You may wonder how they can call it "har
mony" when the six "Melody Sisters" get
back together again. Under the direction of
James A. Strait, this comedy with music
plays September 13 through October 22 at
the Hahn Cosmopolitan Theatre.
Six uniquely eccentric sisters are called
upon to reunite for a reprise of their one hit
record. Can they get it together for thiscom
mand performance at the London Palla
dium? Fun and phobias both play a part in
bringing the "Melody Sisters" back together-we hope.
Mary Boersma, Beverly Bremers, Naci
Hunter, Roberta Linn Jeanne Reith and Mimi

Smith are the six talented San Diego ac
tresses playing the singing sisters recaptur
ing their prime. Barbara Krepps adds sur
prise as the seventh member of the company.
The story unfolds with the laundry in Shay's
basement and comes to an end as the Queen
of England waits for the curtain to rise.
The Hahn Cosmopolitan Theatre is located
at444 Fourth Avenue, walking distance from
Horton Plaza.
"Melody Sisters" runs at 8pm Wednesdays
through Saturdays with a Sunday matinee at
2pm. Call 234-9583 forreservations and into
on student discounts.

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
FOR COMMUNITY SERVICE
POSITION AVAILABLE!!!
* Work with the Director.

by Linda Mlurray
If the rude, crude, lewd and socially unac
ceptable appeal to you, you will love the
Butthole Surfers. They have been affec
tionately referred to as "the undisputed
kings of sludge mountain, forceful and
detrimental to life in general."
The Surfers are a human cesspool of
morbid musical pseudo pop-art. These
"deranged Texans" refer to the product of
their labor as "the last three letters of
FART." But bodily eruptions are not the
only demented aspect of their music.
What is so disturbing about the Butthole
Surfers is that they are appealing. The

Surfers write, produce and distribute their
own songs.Commanding at least $15,000a gig, they are not only hot, they are one of
the last surviving vestiges of the "Punk
Revolution."
Contrary to popular belief, you don't
have to be on drugs to get into the B utthole
Surfers. You don't even have to be certifiably insane(although itmighthelp). Their
music is a crafty jumbleof acid, punk and
psychedelia. If you can picture the Dead
Kennedys doing Pink Floyd songs (and
smile), then you will like the Butthole
Surfers.
Unfortunately the titles of most of their
songs are too offensive to print. In fact,
they don't even print the titles on their
own albums! If you want to checkout a
deeply cool band that aspires to be really
bad, drop a few dollars and buy "Hairway
to Steven" or "Double Live" (both great
albums). You will hate yourself for loving
every minute of them.
A living testament to the health ot me
first amendment, the Butthole Surfers
continue to thrive on the perverse. Besure
to catch them and their scantily dressed
stage mongrels south of the border this
weekend. They are playing with the Red
Hot Chili Peppers (the "bad boysof rock")
at Iguana's on Saturday, September 23 at
8pm. For ticket info call 230-TJTJ.
P.S. Mind your mindlessness, boys and
girls, and be sure to leave your sanity at the
border.

OetDtDg) BetcC
is back!

* Have a great time helping with several
different community service projects
PICK UP AN APPLICATION
IN THE VOLUNTEER RESOURCES OFFICE
IN THE UC (next to the Anytime teller)

Wednesday, Sept.27th
Watch for More Details
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Romero grips the heart

2 X Cure

The concert was so good we had to talk about it twice..

by Linda Murray
Stunning, repulsive, overwhelming, rivet
ing, are all strong words for a BIG movie.
Romero is the film and mere words can't
begin to describe the awesome power of this
production. Because it is a true story, be
cause these people are real, this story is
amazing.
The audience will walk hand-in-hand with
Archbishop Oscar Romero through EI Sal
vador, through the dumps, the chapels, the
torture chambers, and into the heart of the
Salvadoran people. For 105 minutes they
will live it: the repression, the poverty, the
deep-rooted faith of these pious people.
The atrocities of the government of El Sal
vador represent the presence of corruption
and tyranny in the third world,and this movie
brings to light a modern-day struggle be
tween church and state. Archbishop Romero
is transformed from a benign figurehead to
the voice of the people, the voice of the
Revolution.
Raul Julia is masterful as Romero. His
performance is so fundamentally brilliant
that the notable acting of the other castmembers might at first be overlooked.
Director John Duigan deserves much of the
credit for the power of the film.(The way

each character stood, paused, gasped was so
real, so touching.) The cinematography was
simple yet grasping. By contrasting black
and white, candlelight and streetlamps, the
director of photography, Geoff Burton, con
veys poignant moments with innovative
exactness. Even the stunts are impressive
and believable; no sensationalism, just real
ity.
Functionally Romero is an excellent film. It
molds the conscience of the audience, drag
ging them into a moral dilemma, forcing
them to take responsibility for their world. It
has all of the ingredients to hold its own with
"Ghandi" and "The Killing Fields."
This movie is not about a priest in a far
away country. It's not about newspaper ar
ticles, and it's not about theory. This movie
is about you and me, about freedom and God
and injusdce. Romero is not a dry documen
tary abouta religious martyr, but a film about
whqt it means to be a member of the human
race. If you like to experience life, rather than
just observe it, see this film;it will warm your
heart and exercise your mind.
Romero is now playing exclusively at the
Park theatre, at thecorner of University Ave.
and Park. Call 264-9264 for info and
showtimes.
/"

TOPS IN TRAVEL
"TOPS IN SERVICE AND EXPERIENCE
SINCE 1976"

LET US SHOP THE
LOWEST AIRFARES
FOR YOU

223-3167
1050 ROSECRANS ST. SUITE 4
SAN DIEGO, 92106

by Peggy Nies
I have had a fascination with The Cure ever
since I saw their video "Let's Go to Bed" on
MTV, a hundred years ago. My boyfriend at
the time could not see what I saw in them. He
said, "They look like a couple of homos," but I
could see a spirit in them that was just being
created in the beginning of the eighties.
My obsession with The Cure grew after that.
I bopped to "Boys Don't Cry," "Japanese
Whispers" and "The Head on the Door"
albums, and grew depressed with "Pornogra
phy." I exalted with "Kiss Me" and adapted to
"Disintegration." I found a new boyfriend.
One who likes to wear a Robert Smith wig and
lipstick and jam with me on our instruments.
Yes, I am a serious member of the "Club
Smith."
I was delirious when I heard that The Cure
were coming to the San Diego Sports Arena
again. I had missed them the first time around
due to circumstances beyond my control, so I
started saving up my money so I could get firstrate seats to see my heroes. It worked. I was
sitting in the second row.
Even with my highest of expectations, I was
not disappointed. From the moment The Cure
came on stage, to their last encore,(two-and-ahalf hours later which seemed more like
seventeen seconds) they raged.
Though the rest of the group were there,
Robert Smith was the focus of the event. With
his long black hair cascading of his face, he
sang songs from every album. The songs were
dark but danceablc. The Cure sound as good in
person as they do on their recordings. I wish it
was always like this.
For those of you who were there, you know
what I mean. For those of you who missed out,
you could always watch them on "The Cure at
Orange" video tape, but better yet. They're
taking their Prayer Tour tp Mass. on 9/22. They
say this is their last tour, so catch them if you
can, or forever lament.

left me with a smile.

CUT & STYLE $10

N

LOOKING FOR A
FRATERNITY,
SORORITY, OR STUDENT
ORGANIZATION THAT
WOULDLIKE TO MAKE
$500-$1000
FOR A ONE WEEK
ON-CAMPUS
MARKETING PROJECT.
MUST
BE ORGANIZED AND
HARDWORKING.

by Rosi Bustamante
Listening to The Cure for me has always been
an experience. I mean, an experience.
I actually feel what poor ol' Robert Smith is
feeling. His singing, screaming, groaning, and
yelling express all that's inside him. And boy
is he full of something.
Does anybody really know what goes on
inside of Robert Smith's head? I guess that's
the real intrigue that keeps every Cure fan at
full attention. And awe.
My experience started at Dodger Stadium the
eighth of September, finally. I had very bad
tickets, way OUT there, far away from poor ol'
Robert. But that's okay, because I was in the
. middle of what concerts are really made of —
the fans.
From where I was, I could see Robert the way
he made people think of him: a black silhou
ette, in front of an array of colorful lights that
very well could have been all the different
emotions he displayed through his music that
night. WOW!!!!
The fans were as enthusiastic, mournful,
mysterious or cheerful as the lights, music, and
Robert were — from the great overture
"Plainsong," to the dark and mysterious
"Forest," to the exhilarating "Why Can't I Be
You" mix with "Love Cats." The whole twoand-a-half hour concert was a single Cure.
My experience continued here at the Sports
Arena, just four days later. This time I had first
row seats and I could see poor ol' Robert's
expressions. His eyes behind all that hair.
This was something else. He poured his guts
out in "Same Deep Water As You," and I'll tell
you, it was well worth my waiting three years
to finally see this band.
I could see his spider mimicking when he sang
"Lullaby" and his smile when a fan jumped up
on stage beside him. That's right! Poor ol'
Robert smiled!! I can tell you, this experience

Y

reg. $20
Specials
Specials

* Foil highlighting
touch-up $25
* Full weave $75
* Spirals $45
* Perms $30
(long hair extra)
* full set acrylics $25

* Waxing
1/2 leg $15
* Bikini $12

SPECIALISTS IN HAIR EXTENSIONS
& SPIRAL PERMS

ELIAS HAIR DESIGN
KEARNY MESA 7608 Linda Vista Rd. (Mesa College Dr. & 163)
268-8865 Mastey, Paul Mitchell, Aveda, Sebastian, etc.
Specials not valid when stylist is requested. Exp. 9/27/89
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Hip doesn't hop

Local playwright
on TV this Sunday

HOT
SUSHI!

"Simply Maria,or the American Dream,"
an autobiographical play by Josephina Lopez
dramatizing the personal and cultural
struggles of a young Latina, has its television
debut on KPBS (ch. 15) this Sunday the 24th
at 6pm.
Written three years ago by Lopez when she
was just 17 years old, the work was the
winner of the 1987 California Young Play
wrights Project, a program of San Diego's
own Gaslamp Quarter Theatre Company.
Introduced by Pulitzer Prize-winning play
wright Edward Albee ("Who's Afraid of
Virginia Wolf," "Zoo Story") "Simply Ma
ria, or the American Dream" is the often hu
morous and surrealistic story of a young
woman born in Mexico but coming of age in
modern-day Los Angeles.
Torn between her Hispanic roots and her
American values, Maria must ultimately
decide whether to accept a college scholar
ship that will take her away from home and
family, or to follow in the prescribed path of
the traditional Mexican woman.

There she is: the high priestess
of performance art, Karen
Finley. Pictured here in midscream, her new solo work, "We
Keep Our Victims Ready"
opened the Sushi's 10th season
with a howling primal scream.
This angry young woman
screams her art with a baseball
bat battle cry.
If the rest of the Sushi's line-up
holds up to Finley's eye-popping
boldness, our weekends are
locked up for the season.
Next up: "From The Alphabet of
Bones" and the always amusing
description from the Sushi goes
as follows, "parallel movement
and voice languages have been
created for original calligraphy of
hollow bird bones." Yowsa!
(runs Sept 21-24. 852 8th Ave.
downtown 253-8466) review
next week

by Marisa Elicone
The Tragically Hip, dubbed as a no-frills
Rock 'n Roll band achieves a no frills, no
excitement, no change, no dynamics, no any
thing sound except for progression from song
to song into another.
Each song on Up to Here sounds exactly
like the preceeding one which of course went
nowhere in the first place. "Blow at High
Dow," the hit advertised on thesleeve, is like
mostofthealbum, stagnant. Itneitherchanges
tempo or moves dynamically. It drones
through with a Cultish guitar and scratchy
vocals, which are both over-produced and
lack a Rock 'n Roll edge.
If the music isn't boring enough, one must
also criticize the cover. Was it necessary to
put three pictures of the band on its sleeve?
Also, I wonder if any of them messed up the
photo-shoot by actually looking at the cam
era. Basically the debut Up to Here released
on MCA from Tragically Hip is a boring
studio project that lacks any imagination or
strength.

EVERY
THURSOAY
IS

COLLEGE NIGHT
at
C

L

U

B

• 2 Locations
• Affordable
• High Energy Workouts
• Enthusiastic instructors

8pm - midnight
Bring your school I.D. and receive

APPLIES TO FULL-TIME COLLEGE STUDENTS
BETWEEN AGES 17-21

Sl .00 DRINKS!!!
In Pt. Loma on the corner of
Rosecrans and Sports Arena Blvd

at Dos Amigos
225-9090

V
I MISSION
|-VALLEY
YMCA
5505
Friars
i
Road
I
5485
i Gaines
.
Street
! 298-3576

I

FREE TRIAL
WORKOUT
Bring this coupon
to either location
for a complimentary
workout
OFFER EXPIRES
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It's Party Season!!

Stupid drinking games people like to play

men are prone to play.
However, we must not be quick to judge
these children in their attempts to play the
grown up. The rest of us have been known to
do some pretty stupid stuff in the early weeks
of the semester. Wejust don't need games to
do it.
It's the season of the party game folks. Yes,
If you must drink in huge amounts and look
here it is direct to you the college student, all
really stupid there are a few things a person
of thestupid drinking games you want. Better
new to the game must remember.
yet they are guaranteed to have you puking in
1. If you want to impress a girl, make sure
the aisles.
that you throw up in her presence. They love
It's that time of the year boys and girls.
it when you show them what a man you are.
Everywhere you look you'll find a group of
2. When you pass out, do it in the most
freshmen. Eager to experience the freedoms
inconvenient or uncomfortable place you
of college life...passed out on dorm room
can find. You won't remember how you got
floors.
there but you'll have a great story to tell your
Imagine the scene. The lights are turned
friends about how you woke up in a confes
low, the music is turned up and a group of
sional in the Immaculata.
young men and women are gathered around
Sophomores are a more mature form of
a desk with a single glass perched on top.
partier. They have for the most part out
There is the loud popof a coin being bounced
grown quartersand such. Yes, this wiserand
off the desk. This followed by either another
olderperson is more likely to be found passed
bounce or a clink depending upon theskill of
out in a bar in Tijuana with about thirty or so
the bouncer.
stupid wrist bands tied to his ankle.
These students will spend a weekend night
wandering from Rio Rita's to Tequila Sun
rise and any other place in between eating
bacon wrapped "hot dogs" from street ven
dors.
Once in the bar they will allow other people
to buy them a shot of tequila and ginger ale,
which the waiter will slam on the table throw
it in your face, grab you and shake your head
until your toes fall off.
This is done while someone blows a whistle
in your ear and everyone else yells and makes
Woe to the unfortunate person who has to a lot of noise. Whee! Ha! Ha!
drink the contents of the glass, which is
Juniors and Seniors are the most mature
usually filled with Jim Beam, Stoly's or form of the party drinker. Not only are they
Bacardi. In the nerd room you'll find beer or experts in the above games but they also have
fruit punch in the cup.
the ability to perform one more incredible
This will continue until:
feat.
1. An R A breaks up the party
An expert partier can gather with a small
2. Someone throws up on the floor
group of friends around a pizza and a TV and
3. An RA breaks up the party and someone
drink themselves silly while shouting at the
throws up on him/her.
screen. This is best done while watching
Freshmen can be incredibly creative with
horror movies because the acting is at about
the party games they invent. Checkers with
the same level as the partiers.
shot glasses played on a huge board taped to
All in all, this promises to be a great year
the floor being one that I personally have had
for liquor salesmen and stain removal
experiences with (remember, there are 14
services. They are going to be extremely
pieces per player and kings are double).
busy providing the fuel for many a party
Chandeliers, Pass-out, Speed Quarters or
game. I, however, am going to keep clear
Mexican are some of the games that freshof the aisles.
THE FAR SIDE
Ml C«0«O»
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By GARY

LARSON

In the spirit of renaming various buildings around campus after wealthy or famous
people, Arnold Beaglestomper, Director of the Building Naming committee announced
the conversion of the Immaculata into the Jessica Hahn Hall, Religious Center of
Learning in honor for all of her contributions to the church.

Don't be so picky!
by Lori M. Smith
We've all witnessed it in varying degrees
with assorted reactions.. Some experience
disgust, some confusion. Some individuals,
in touch with their true inner selves even
experience jealousy.
Some may ask, "Why? Why do they do it?
It's rude, crude and horribly unsanitary..."
My answer to them is, for heaven's sake,
don't be so picky.
Yes, freeway nose-picking has reached
immeasurable proportions. As you ramble
down the highway minding your own busi
ness rest assured that some zany character is
going two knuckles deep with a regularity
that you could set your watch by.
But let's explore a different side of freeway
nose-picking, shall we? Let's examine the
psychology of the Picker himself (or herself,
picking is not privy to any one gender).

*•*>

"This is your side of the family, you realize.'

"OK, here we go! Remember, wiggle those noses
stuff those cheeks and act cute
and no smoking, Carl."

"So, Billy! Seems your father and I can never
leave without you getting yourself into some
kind of trouble!"

The first and most common form of Picker
is the oblivious motorist who is caught redhanded and simply continues his task. Util
izing a Picker's seventh sense, he feels your
disapproving stare and mid-pick until you
pass. This behavior indicates quite an ele
vated sense of confidenceand unwillingness
to follow the norm.
The second Picker is not sighted with a
measurable amount of frequency and should
be regarded as the Bald Eagle of freeway
nose pickers. Similar to Picker Type A
mentioned above, this individual exudes a
certain self-worth with his seeming indiffer
ence to the general public.
Picker Type B not only pauses as you ap
proach, he will actually adjust his speed to
make eye contact with you as well.
A third and final grouping of freeway nose
pickers involves the Combination Picker.
Unpredictable in his intent, the Combo Picker
is somewhat less confident with his person
ality. He is not yetable tocontrol his Pickers
Seventh Sense as is Picker Type A, nor is he
experienced enough to turn the tables on his
accuser as is Picker Type B.
Of course, there are other types of Pickers
too numerous to mention who have evolved
their own method of freeway nose picking.
All pickers, however, share a common con
fidence that has the potential to be parlayed
into greatness.
It is a hobby that can benefit the masses not
only personally by aiding in the development
of many-a-character, but also economically.
I, for one, stand to make a fortune with my
soon to be patented "Liberated Nasal Debris
Residue Receptacle".
Freeway nose pickers arise and be proud...
this is your day! As for the rest of you, don't
be so picky. •
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Player profile: These soccer sidekicks are called "The best in the west!"
When these two articles went to press I got an announcement on my desk: " Tom Crane has been named the West Coast Conference Soccer Player-of-the-Week." This was due to the fact
that Crane is the West's leading scorer. Helping Tom to this honor is the West's leading assist man, Andy "boom Boom" Kummer. It seemed only obvious that these teammates should be
profiled and, as they do on the field, they're running together.

by Mary Lu Schwietzer
The University of San Diego men's soccer program is
scoring goals thanks to players like junior Tom Crane.
Tom is a sophomore transfer student, born and raised
in San Diego. He came to USD after playing two years
of soccer for San Diego Mesa Junior College.
The mid-fielder was voted an Ail-American during his
freshman year as well as being voted All-Conference in
the Pacific Coast Conference for both freshman and
sophomore years. His teammates at Mesa also voted
him team captain for both years.
Tom started playing soccer when he was seven years
old and participated in a variety of other sports throughoutschool. Tom says he always knew he wanted to play
soccer in college because a scholarship is the only way
he would be able to go to college.
But why USD? "I wanted to stay in San Diego and
USD is an excellent school," Tom explains. And now
that he's at USD, Tom loves playing here because "the plaj ers are friendly and the coach is
understanding."
The Division I competition is also a plus for Tom. "This is the toughest competition I've
ever experienced - it's not like high school or junior college."

by Hardy Kalisher
One of the keys to the Torero's explosive offense is An
drew "Boom Boom" Kummer.
Kummer is leading the West Coast Conference in
assists and his own scoring production is up.
Kummer attributes part of his success this year to his
summer training program.
"I did a lot more running this summer than in the past,"
said Kummer.
Kummer is from Las Vegas Nevada where he began
playing soccer at theage of eight. Along with other teams,
Kummer has played on the Nevada State Select Team for
several years.
Furthermore, Kummer was invited toColoradoSprings,
where he trained with theOlympic Festival Development
Soccer Program.
Last year Kummer received the USD Freshmen Soccer
Player of the Year Award.
Although Kummer has been successful playing soccer since he started, it was not until he
began to receive letters of interest from universities with highly respected soccer programs
that he thought about playing in college.
"I chose USD over the University of San Francisco because of USD's location. I didn't
want to live in San Francisco eventhough they have an excellent soccer program."

Toreros decompose the Whittier Poets
by Mike Ferrari
The University of San Diego played at
home again last Saturday night in front of
just over 2,000 fans and put on a show,
shutting out the Poets from Whittier
College, 19-0.
Very strong defensive play sparked the
Toreros early on. An interception by
USD's Rick Salazar set up what would be
the only touchdown scored in the game.
The seven yard touchdown run by Todd
Whitley gaveUSD the lead with just over
five minutes gone in the game.
Just one posession later, Todd Whitley
got the call again, only this time he car
ried the ball 58 yards before he could be
brought down by the Whittier defense on
their own 13 yard line.
That set up the first of four field goals by
place kicker Dave Bergmann, this one for
23 yards making it 10-0.
After another field goal by Bergmann
( a 34 yard kick ), and a failed Torero
drive, USD punted the ball with just 23
seconds left in the first half.
Luck, however, was with the Toreros.

Whittier fumbled on the punt return and
USD's Matt Horeczko recovered.
That fumble set up Bergmann's third field
goal of the night. This one, a 40 yard shot
with notime remaining, made USD's halftime
lead 16-0.
The second half began well for the Toreros
when Greg Frinellreturned the opening kickoff 44 yards. That's right where the offense
seemed to quit, only mustering together
another field goal by Bergmann.
This field goal, however, was from 46
yards away. It proved to be one of the longest
in Bergmann's football career.
In their first two games, the Torero defense
has played incredibly well,allowing just 285
yards of total offense. Whittier completed
only nine of its 26 passes and gained just 152
total yards.
With an undefeated record of 2-0, the Tore
ros goaway for the first time this year to face
a very strong opponent in the Stags from
Clairmont-Mudd. Last year USD defeated
the Stags, 17-8. Our Toreros won't be home
again until the 7th of October when they face
Pomona-Pitzer.

photo by Eric Brown

ASTHMA?

HAYFEVER?
We are currently evaluating new allergy
medicationa for sneezing, stuffy/runny nose,
itchy nose/eyes.
Call our office for more details (ask for
Joanie 292-1144). Qualified participants,
ages 4-60, will be paid for their participation.

Volunteers, ages 6-60, are needed to evaluate
new medications for wheezing, coughing, and
chest tightness.
Patients need to be taking asthma medications
regularly; and have no other major
health problems.
Qualified participants will be paid for their
participation.Call our office for more details
(ask for Joanie 292-1144)

Allergy & Asthma
Medical Group &
Research Center

Allergy & Asthma
Medical Group &
Research Center
•)

Freshman defensive lineman Robert Grimmesey stops a Whittier Poet in Sat
urday night's victory. The Toreros defense held the Poets to 83 offensive yards
total and a score of 0.
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30 DAYS • $35
European Perms & Cuts
facials $25 1/2 Off 'til 10/15/89
European
body wrap
$39

First time customers
only.

Fills $12

with selected
manicurists

A full service hair, nails
& skincare salon
Mon.-Fri. 9-9 Sat. 9-5

NAILS AND MORE
4373 Convoy
279-2440
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The Broadway's Executive Development Program

provides specialized training to introduce you to our
company, and to prepare you for your first manage
ment assignment as an Area Sales Manager.
The Area Sales Manager position provides manage
ment experience in a customer driven selling environ
ment. It involves customer service, the direction
and development of sales associates, merchandise
presentation, and operational responsibilities. As
an Area Sales Manager, you will also have the
opportunity to implement many of your own ideas as
we value the entrepreneurial spirit. It is the
first step in what can be a challenging and most
rewarding career in retail.
At The Broadway, we are committed to promo
tion based on achievement and offer a wide range of
growth opportunities. Therefore, if you are
responsible, assertive, possess effective communica
tion skills, and enjoy a fast paced environment,
we want to meet you. Check with your career place
ment office to arrange an interview or send your
resume, with cover letter, to:
The Broadway
Executive Recruitment
3880 North Mission Road
Los Angeles, California 90031
We will be interviewing on campus Monday, October 23, 1989.

THE BROADWAY
The Broadway Southern California is a Division of Carter, Hawley, Hale.
An equal opportunity employer
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"Heads Up!" Defender Brendan Griffin uses his head to beat UNLV on Sunday.
photo by Chris McNulty

After getting beaten by the Bruins, the men's
soccer team straightens out the Rebels
by Hardy Kalisher
The University of Sai^Diego men's soccer
team continues to climb the Western region
Division I Soccer rankings as they are know
tied with Cal Stale Fullerton for 8th place.
After losing to nationally ranked UCLA,
the Toreros defeated the strong side of the
University of Nevada Las Vegas for only the
second time in USD soccer history. USD
ended the week with a 5-2 record.
The final scoreof the physical game against
UCLA ^vas 2-0. However, this score did not

tell the whole truth about the wounds USD
suffered during the game.
Several Torero soccer players suffered
injuries during the game. Sophomore de
fender Jason Chaffee sprained his foot and
may be out of action for the next three weeks.
Starting goalkeeper Doug Wedge injured
his foot as well. Wedge'sappearance against
UNLV was questionable.
Freshmen Sean Pinnell, who figured to be
a major force in theUSD offense thisseason,
has a calcium deposit on his left thigh. He

Crossing Whittier country
bv Karen Crowe
(25:06); J.R. Masscy (26:51); and Matt
The men's and women's Cross Coun
Young (27:31).
try teams participated in the Whittier In
The women ran a 3.1 mile course and
vitational this past Saturday.
were led by Karen Crowe with a finish
Both teams ran very impressive races
ing time of 21:42. Following close
over a moderately difficult course of
behind were: Michelle Gilles (23:05);
grass and hills. The women placed sev
Patty Rosen (23:17); and Marcclia
enth out of 14 teams and the men placed
Duncan at (23:23). The following girls
ninth.
also ran a fine race: Jancl Bau; Missy
I .ending the men's team was Max
Duarte; Wendy Wibblcs; Claire Clark;
Lawsou, with a time of 23:01 for the 4Liz Green; and Erin Kelly,
mile course. He was followed by: Jeff
This seventh place finish comes on the
Ertwine (23:31): Matt Myer (24:02); ; heclsof last week's numberone finish at
Steve F.scatiga (24:50); Bill Clark
the Loyola Marymont meet.

CLASSIC TRAVEL

CLASSIC
F R A N K !.
Discounted fares!
Within Walking Distance
of USD

299-6171
6110 Friars Rd., Suite 201
San Diego, Ca. 92108
Directly above El Tecolote

Rosecrans Center
3555 Rosecrans, Suite 211
Corner Of
Midway & Rosecrans
Sculptured Nails
Tips With Acrylic

224-2818

GlassGlase
Linen & Silk Wrap
Manicures, French
Pedicures - Fill - Ins

Evening By Appointment

may be unable to compete for the rest of the
season.
However, against UNLV one would not
have guessed that USD was hurting.
Tom Crane continued his West Coast
Conference leading scoring pace by making
two of USD's four goals. His total is now
seven goals and one assist.
Other goals were from Andrew "Boom
Boom" Kummer. His goal mirrored one of
Crane's goals against UC Berkeley, earlier
this season.
Leo Ronces received a pass on top of the
penalty box, shielded his defender, then fed
the ball to Kummer, who launched the ball
into the back of the goal from 27 yards out.
USD's other goal came when Crane
dribbled down half the field. Then, showing
his ability to play unselfishly, passed the ball
across the open goal to the incoming Ronces,
who scored easily.
San Diego's goalkeeper, Wedge, did play
most of the game but had to leave after
reinjuring his foot.
The Torero freshmen goalkeeper Keith
Green made his intercollegiate debut late in
the second half.
UNLV scored one goal against Green,
who made a few good saves. His most
impressive save was a one on one versus a
UNLV forward.
The referee called the game as tempers
began to flair and fists began to swing.
The scoring combination of Crane, Ronces,
and Kummer is leading all scorers in the
WCC. Crane is leading the league with a
total of 15 points. Ronces is third with 11
points and Kummer follows with 10 points.
Kummer continues to lead the Western
Region with six assists.
The Toreros will be heading to the desert
to compete in a tournament sponsored by
UNLV this upcoming week.

Bruised and bloody
- here comes rugby!
by Jon Canedo
Yes folks, the rugby season is rapidly ap
proaching.
Games begin October 14th, as USD goes on
the road to play the San Diego/Coronado
Rugby Football Club. The Toreros then play
Cal Lutheran and finally travel to Los Ange
les to take on the Trojans of USC.
USD will also be participating in theTucson
Tournament held during November. After
that, the team will return to San Diego to
finish out this semester's schedule with a
three game homestand.
The team this year will be a young one, even
with the returning players. Over half of the
players this year are either freshmen or play
ers new to the game. However, what the team
lacks in age, they more than make up for in
intensity.
The Toreros hope to improve on last year's
finish, which saw them tie for second in their
conference. The Toreros havealso moved up
into the University division, the lop division
for college teams. USD will be competing
against some of the best teams in the nation as
the year prcogresses.
Anyone who is interested in playing rugby
for USD is encouraged to come on out and
give it a try. Practices are every Tuesday and
Thursdaybetween3:15pmand5:15pm. Prac
tices are held on West Point Field opposite the
library. No prior experience in the game is
needed, only a desire to have a great time and
learn an interesting and exciting game.

Toreras volleyball team
records first win
After being frustrated by seven early
losses, the Toreras traveled to the mid
west and competed in Kansas city. Their
first win of 1989 came against the hosts
of the tournament, Missouri-Kansas city,
by a score of 14 -16,15 -8,15 -11,15 -

6.
That win streak, however, lasted less
than 24 hours. John Martin's Toreras fell
in four games to Akron and then lost
another four to Kansas.
The Toreras take a 1 - 9 record into the
San DiegoCounty Championships. They
face SDSU on Wednesday afternoon at
5pm at UC San Diego.

Wet, wild, and lots of fun!
It's polo with a couple of twists. A pool
instead of a field, and an innertube in
stead of a polo pony.
Teams thrash, kick, paddle, and waddle
across San Diego's largest indoor pool,
the Plunge in Mission Beach. The object,
besides having fun, is to pass a waterpolo ball through a goal at one end of the
pool.
Entries close October 6. A maximum of
eight teams will be allowed; each team
has seven people in the water at one time,
with at least one of them required to be
female. Individual players are also en
couraged to sign up.
For more info contact Corey Phelps
488-3110.

America's Cup returns to
America
On Tuesday, a superior court overruled
a decision handed down by a lower court
concerning the fate of yachting's prize,
the America's Cup.
The earlier decision said that the use of
a catamaran by the Slars-N-Stripes skip
per, Dennis Connor, violated the rules of
the race, therefore giving the cup to the
New Zeland team.
Tuesday's ruling legitimizes the use of
the Catamaran and returns the America's
Cup back to San Diego.

Bills-n-beer
On Monday, Frank Gifford and crew
rolled into Buffalo for Monday Night
Football.
Amongst such changesas warm weather,
the ABC broadcasters learned that no
beer was to be sold or consumed inside
the stadium.
This decision was prompted by several
incidents that occurcd between fans three
years ago on a Monday night game against
the Jets.
Many fans were disconcerted. One fan
who drove all the way from Connecticut
was heard saying, "Yeah, Buffalo is a
nice place to watch a game, but it's a
better place to drink a beer!"

Budweiser I

roTtS
Subway Game
Date: Saturday September 23
Site: Hockey Rink
Game: Blade Runners vs. Sigma Chi Tea Bags
This semester's hockey season may be short on quan
tity of games, but it certainly doesn't lack for quality.
This Saturday, the defending champs and top ranked
Blade Runners take on the #3 rated Tea Bags. The
battle for the Subway 3-footparty sandwich will also be
a contest between rival fraternities. Most importantly,
it should be a great hockey game.

SPLASH???
It's wet, it's wild, and it may be U.S.D.'s best kept
secret. Of course, we're talking about Intramural Innertube Water Polo.
Four men and three women is all it takes to field
(pool?) a team although you are allowed five extra
players on your roster. No skill is necessary and no skill
is what a vast majority of the players have.
Games are played on Fridays from 3:00 pm- 7:00 pm
and play starts on Friday September 29. If you want to
sign-up a team simply attend the captain's meeting on
Wednesday, September 27 at 5:00 pm. If you would
prefer to be put on a team instead, then come to the free
agents' meeting the night before (Tuesday) at 5:00 pm.
Either way, play Innertube Water Polo and join in on the
fun!

TENNIS ANYONE?
If it's Fall, it must be the season for doubles
tennis. Not just any doubles tennis, mind you- this
is IM Doubles Team Tennis.
Both mens and mixed leagues are being offered with
A and B divisions in each. The scoring system is
somewhat different than one might expect: Each match
consists of two sets of singles and one doubles set. The
winner of the most total games wins the match.
Entries are due at the captain's meeting, Wednesday
September 27 at 6:00 pm. If you want to find a partner,
come to the same meeting and hopefully one will be
there waiting. Remember, matches take place on
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday nights. So, if you
have any of those evenings (5-10) free, sign-up to play
IM Tennis.

Square Pan
Pizza players of
the week
Jeanne Weinsheim and T.P. McCabe are the first
Square Pan IM Players of the Week for the Fall semes
ter. Winners are asked to come to the Sports Center to
receive their t-shirt and Square Pan gift certificate.
Weinsheim, a new recruit for Better Buy the Case,
was expected to be the dominant female player inco-rec
softball. She did not disappoint in the opening game. A
3 for 4 outing included two homeruns and 4 Rbi's in an
11-0 victory over the Palomar Pineriders.
McCabe also showed his prowess on the softball field
as he went 2 for 3 with two homeruns in a co-rec game
and then 3 for 3 with a homerun in the mens league.
Rumor has it he will also be trying out at placekicker for
the San Diego Chargers next week.

Co-Rec ball games start

Co-Rec softball got underway this weekend and as
expected the top four teams were unchallenged.
The #1 ranked Rec-ing Crew needed only 5 innings to
defeat Mob's Revenge 10-0. New recruit T.P.McCabe
had two homeruns to lead "The Crew" to their first
victory.
2nd ranked Better Buy the Case also only needed 5 in
nings to down the Palomar Pineriders 11-0. As in the
earlier game, a new recruit hit 2 homeruns. Jeanne
Weinsheim led Better Buy the Case with 3 hits and 4
Rbi's to rack up their first victory this season.
3rd ranked Al's Coholics broke an 0-4 jinx of losing
their season opener by defeating Free Ballingl7-5.
Tony Yatsko hit a grand slam to break A1 Coholic's
streak.
4th ranked We're So Czar also mercy ruled their op-

poncnt by a score of 17-7. Brent Eidson and Maria
Mossuto each had 3 hits to lead the slaughter over
Ripped.
In other action. Fielder's Choice and Staff Infection
both had come from behind victories to defeat the Free
Loaders and TBA respec
tively.
Finally, the surprise team of
the league could be a Faculty/
Staff team, The Try Hards.
With defensive plays madeby
Brigid Bennet and the offen
sive attack led by Mitch
Malicho wski. The Try Hards
made it look easy as they
defeated Sigma Chi 5-2.

IM Distinctions
Men's Softball - A League
Game of the Week: Fresh Fish vs. Phi Kappa Theta
Team of the Week: Long Balls
Player of the Week: Steve Cascioppo (Godfathers)
Men's Softball - B League
Game of the Week: Pete's Pick vs. Desales 4th
Team of the Week: Long Balls
Player of the Week: Enrique Mieryteran (Long Balls)
Co-Rec Sortball
Game of the Week:. Fielder's Choice vs. Free Loaders
Team of the Week: The Try Hards
Male Player of the Week: John Gillis (Better Buy the
Case)
Female Playerof the Week: Jeanne Weinsheim (Better
Buy the Case)
Men's Floor Hockey - A League
Game of the Week: P.Q.D. vs One More Time
Team of the Week: Icemen Commeth
Player of the Week: C.J. Walters (P.O.D.)
Men's Floor Hockey - B League
Game of the Week: None
Team of the Week: Delta Tau Delta
Player of the Week: Tim Clarke (delta Tau Delta)

Floor Hockey
season starts
In A-league action, the Sigma Chi Tea Bags dumped
Flatus Delacti 9-0. Delacti was forced to play shorthanded the entire game, and Sigma Chi took full advan
tage. Rick Apel and Marc Carlson each had hat tricks for
the victors.
Great Sticks gained a top five ranking with a 3-2 win
over Phlegm as Bob Mehian scored the game winner.
The one mild upset of the week saw Icemen Commeth
slip past Phi Slap Shot 2-1. John McCormack provided
the offense for the Icemen, while Bob McGlaughlin
made some nice stops to give the Icemen the game.
In another game, P.O.D. won against One More Time
by a score of 3-2.

Reiser

